
MDMA >>
> FROM: SYNTHETIC DRUG MADE IN A LAB

> TYPE: STIMULANT WITH MILD HALLUCINOGENIC

EFFECTS

> LOOKS: PILLS - WHITE OR COLOURED, DIFFERENT

SHAPES OFTEN WITH DESIGN STAMPED ON POWDER -

WHITE OR GREY CRYSTALS

>TASTES: BITTER & UNPLEASANT

> WHAT GETS ME HIGH?:

METHYLENEDIOXYMETHAMPHETAMINE

> TAKEN: SWALLOWED, SNORTED, GUMMED OR

BOMBED

> KICKS IN: DEPENDS - USUALLY AROUND 20 MINUTES

TO AN HOUR IF TAKEN ORALLY

> LASTS: DEPENDS - THE HIGH USUALLY LASTS A

FEW HOURS

>> mdma (powder) & ecstasy (pills) are the 

same drug in different forms. 

>> when taken orally effects are typically felt after 20 mins to an

hour & can last 2-4 hours. come downs can last for days

 

// powder white/grey crystals known as MDMA, mandy or MD. can be

gummed, bombed & snorted. start by taking a very small amount to begin

with and wait for the effects to kick in before deciding whether to take

more

 

// pills can be white, coloured, round, square or pressed into shape.s.

can have designs or logos stamped into them which give them their name.

Always start by taking a half or quarter of a pill first – you may find

that is enough.

 

 

dabbing >> using powder or crushing up pills & rubbing it onto your gums -
best to start with just a small amount of powder & wait for the effects
to kick in before taking more
 
bombing >> swallowing the drug wrapped in a cigarette paper - can also be
called ‘parachuting’. harder to control the effects with this method as
you can't be sure what dose you're taking & the effects will kick in 
all at once
 
pills >> swallowed - The amount of MDMA in pills varies massively & Some
pills sold as ecstasy actually contain other more dangerous drugs that
take longer to kick in. it's best to start with a quarter / half & wait for
the effects to kick in before taking more
 
snorting >> either powder or crushed up pills inhaled through your nose.
the effects can kick in more quickly but tend not to last quite as long so
users may feel the need to redose

 

>> euphoria - an exhilarating rush of 'coming up'
 
>> really happy – hence the name 'ecstasy'
 
>> ‘loved up’ – affection & EMPATHY for people    
   You're with including strangers
 
>> chatty & connected - you may feel less inhibited 
   & in tune with your surroundings
 
>> energised and alert - you may feel like dancing 
   & music may sound more intense
 
Some users have reported feelings of:
          > anxiety
          > panic 
          > confusion
          > paranoia & even psychosis 

The way you feel 
can depend on:

 // how much you take 
// how strong it is 

// how often you use it
//how you’re feeling 

beforehand
// who you’re with
 // where you are

There’s no way of
knowing what’s

inside your
ecstasy pill or
MDMA powder
until you've

taken it. Even
testing kits may

not find
everything.

You may be at
risk from other

drugs &
ingredients

added to the pill
or powder as

well as to the
mdma itself

!!! both powder & pills can be cut with other substances (such as
amphetamines or caffeine) that have similar effects but are cheaper to
produce. Some pills are cut with stimulants that are slower to kick in

than MDMA leading to users taking more of the substance then
overdosing !!!
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How long the
effects last & the
drug stays in your
system depends on

how much you’ve
taken, your size,
whether you’ve
eaten & if you've
taken any other

substances
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Some users report bad experiences -

particularly when using high doses or when

feeling anxious before using:

>> anxiety 

>> panic attacks

>> confused episodes 

>> distortion of the senses 

>> paranoia & even psychosis  

 

Regular use may lead to

>> sleep problems

>> lack of energy

>> lack of appetite

>> feeling depressed or anxious

 

Comedown >> After taking MDMA users 

may feel very tired & low & need a 

long period of sleep to recover

This may last up to three or four days

& can include short term mood changes 

& impairments in short term memory 

function

 

 

 

 

mdma is a Class A drug, which means it's

illegal to have for yourself, give away

or sell.

 

Possession can get you up to 7 years in

prison, an unlimited fine or both.

 

possession with intent to supply

Supplying someone else (even your mates)

can get you life in prison, an unlimited

fine or both.

 

Like drink-driving, driving when high is

dangerous & illegal. If you’re caught

driving under the influence you may

receive a heavy fine, driving ban, or prison

sentence.

 

If the police catch people supplying

illegal drugs in a home, club, bar or

hostel, they can potentially prosecute

the landlord, club owner or any 

other person concerned in the 

management of the 

premises

Researchers agree MDMA use can deplete levels of serotonin &, in
some cases, have an impact on certain areas of the brain. However,

there’s no agreement that this is irreversible ‘brain damage’ 
 

Some research suggests prolonged MDMA use, particularly at
high doses, can cause a degree of memory deficiency & periods of

depression

MDMA >>

>> dilated pupils
 
>> tingling sensations
 
>> tightening or moving of the jaw
>>>muscles 'gurning'
 
>> raised body temperature
 
>> faster heartbeat 
 
>> nausea
 
>> Use of mdma has been linked to liver,   
>> kidney & heart problems
 
>> Some users report getting colds & 
 >>sore throats more often
 
>> Anyone with a heart condition, blood 
 >>pressure problems, epilepsy or 
 >>asthma can have a very dangerous 
 >>reaction to the drug
 
>> mdma affects the body's temperature   
>>>control Dancing for long periods in a
>>>hot atmosphere, like a club,
>>>increases the chances of
>>>overheating & dehydration so drinking
>>>water is important
 
>> Drinking too much water can also be 
 >>dangerous as >>>mdma can cause the 
 >>body to release a hormone which
>>>stops it making urine. If you drink too 
 >>quickly you might affect your body's 
 >>salt balance, which can be as
>>>deadly as not drinking enough water

 
 
comedowns can leave you feeling
exhausted & low - this may make it harder
to get up for work, college or school or
to join in activities you enjoy
 
The disorientating effects of mdma may
make accidents more likely increasing
the risks of injury
 
people feel very chatty & uninhibited on
mdma, which makes them open up and talk
about things they might not do normally.
you may make decisions you wouldn't when
you're sober 
 
MDMA can increase sexual desire. you may
do things you regret the next day or be
vulnerable to exploitation (people using
you)
 
people can develop a psychological
dependence to mdma's effects of euphoria
& calmness & the feelings of connection
within the club scene associated with it
 
mdma can impact short term memory which
can make it harder to concentrate in
school
 
people around you might worry about your
mdma use - this might lead to arguments
with family or falling out with
friends, which could leave you feeling
isolated 
 
mdma is illegal to possess so using it runs
the risk of getting in trouble with the
police. regular use can be expensive &
some people shoplift or start selling
drugs to pay for what they use
 
 
 
 

 
 

know the risks...

social impact impact on your body

impact on your mind the law



mdma is not physically addictive but the drug can often take on a great level

of importance in people's lives

 

some users report having the best times of their lives when using the drug -

the feeling of euphoria, calmness & connection, as well as being part of a club

scene, can prove to be very appealing to some users & be hard to give up

 

You may develop a psychological dependence, which is a strong desire to keep

on using even if you think your use is having harmful consequences

 

It's possible to build up tolerance to mdma when used regularly, which means

people need to take more of the drug to get the same buzz

 

Deaths caused directly by MDMA are rare – most are caused when
MDMA is combined with other drugs/alcohol or as a result of
dehydration and heatstroke. People with pre-existing health
problems, particularly heart problems, are at higher risk.
 
Hyperthermia (heatstroke) >> MDMA raises core body temperature &
reduces the ability to cool down by sweating. Staying hydrated can
help but dancing can cause body temperature to reach dangerous
levels. This can lead to collapse & organ failure, which could
prove fatal.
Signs & symptoms >> flushed face/hot, red, dry skin/nausea,/
vomiting/headaches/dizziness/confusion
 
Hyponatremia >> MDMA-related deaths have been attributed to an
imbalance of sodium (salt) in the body caused by either drinking too
much fluid or by your body retaining water as you cannot pee.. This 
can cause the brain to swell & press against the skull, leading to
death in some cases.
SIGNS & Symptoms>> headache/nausea/vomiting/ confusion/
lethargy/spasms/cramps/seizures/ decreased consciousness/
coma
 

After taking MDMA it enters the bloodstream & crosses into the
brain - Like other amphetamines it increases the release of
neurotransmitters & blocks their reuptake – the flood of
serotonin, dopamine & noradrenaline neurotransmitters in your
brain makes you feel euphoric
 
Serotonin>>  impacts mood, sleep, appetite, memory & sexual 
arousal – which is why you can  feel happy, more social & 
may have increased desire for intimacy
Dopamine>> increases energy levels – this is why you may 
want to dance
Noradrenaline>>  increases your heart rate – you may 
notice it beating in your chest
 
Come downs>> mdma doesn’t make extra serotonin or dopamine, it
just causes your brain to release more which digs into your
brains reserves – leaving you short on the neurotransmitter
after using mdma. This is why you will experience a comedown
where you feel tired, irritable & depressed for days after using
mdma
 
 

MDMA >>

if you see any of
these signs in

your mates call
999 immediately.

check their
airway &

breathing,
ideally put them
in the recovery
position & keep

them cool. try to
keep them calm &

talk to them
whilst you wait

for help
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Serotonin syndrome>> result of your body releasing too much of the
neurotransmitter serotonin which can be fatal. If you take anti-depressant
drugs known as ‘serotonin re-uptake inhibitors’ as well as MDMA you are more
at risk of serotonin syndrome. 
main symptoms>> rigid, jerky, twitchy unusual movements/legs shaking/fully
dilated pupils/ overheating/shivering/racing heart/ agitation/confusion
 
if you see signs of this in your mates call 999 for an ambulance 
immediately. It’s important not to hold people in this state down as it 
may cause more damage, startling someone could lead to heart 
failure so try to keep the person relaxed & calm



Keep cool>> Take regular breaks from dancing & relax. Wear loose clothing
or layers you can take off to let heat escape
 
Stay hydrated>> sip water (one pint an hour) or another non-alcoholic drink
slowly 
 
salt levels>> keep them balanced by drinking an occasional fruit drink or
isotonic sports drink to replenish electrolytes 
 
Strength>> Never take a whole pill in one go, even if you’ve taken them
before strength can vary. Start with a quarter or a small amount of
powder & wait an hour to see how you feel.  
 
Purity>> There’s no way to know what is in an MDMA pill or powder unless you
can get it tested. even pills/powders that look the same may contain
completely different substances or no MDMA at all!
 
Crush Dab Wait>> crushing pills into a powder & dabbing a wet finger in to
rub on your gums & waiting to see how strong the effects are can help
keep you in control
 
Mixing>> any time you mix drugs together you take on new risks. Using other
stimulants or alcohol is particularly risky. If you’re on anti-depressant
medication that boosts serotonin you are at greater risk of developing
potentially fatal serotonin syndrome
 
Snorting>> The effects come on faster but wear off quicker leading to you
using more & more – it can also create a nasty drip & taste to the back of
the throat, & may damage the lining of the nose – taking MDMA orally can
prevent this
 
Avoid>> you can be at increased risk of bad reactions to MDMA If you have a
heart condition, high blood pressure, liver problems, asthma, epilepsy or
diabetes, so it’s best avoided
 
Setting>> Don’t use alone & keep an eye out for your mates. Use in a safe
area where medical help can be accessed. be cautious of people you don't
know as you might feel more friendly & lose inhibitions
 
Emergency>>  If you or a mate starts to feel unwell take them to a cool
area. If they don’t cool down & start to feel better after a few minutes,
call 999. Don’t delay - If you leave it too long it could be too late!

Motivate yourself>> look at the good & bad things about using mdma & make a
list. Remind yourself of the reasons why you want to cut down.
 
Have a plan>> do you want to cut down or stop completely? Focus on your
goal & how you can achieve it & reward yourself each week – maybe buy
some new clothes with the money you save by not buying mdma
 
Small manageable steps>> can you delay using or use a bit less. try
enjoying a night out without mdma
 
Keep a record>> as well as keeping track of your progress a diary can help
identify areas of heavy use which might help you think about what triggers
you to use
 
Avoid risky situations>> if going to certain places or hanging out with certain
mates makes it more likely you will use try avoiding it for a while. If you use
because you feel stressed, sad or angry look for healthier ways to deal
with those emotions.
 
Coping with cravings>> cravings don’t last very long, if you can get through
them the urge to use will pass. Distract yourself with activities you enjoy
or try something new  - put off acting on your craving, it will get easier
every time
 
Withdrawal symptoms>> you might not get any but if you do they won’t last
long. Take care of your body by eating & sleeping well. Exercise is great
for filling up your time & increasing feel good chemicals in your brain.
 
Have a back-up plan>> be proud of any change you make & don’t beat
yourself up if there are backwards steps now & again. Work out what went
wrong & learn from it. It’s not easy but you can do it!
 
Don’t do it alone>> speak to friends & family about your plan – maybe your
mates want to reduce too & you can encourage each other. we are with you
are happy to work with you to help with any of the above – get in touch

 
srpinfo@wearewithyou.org.uk

@WithYouShropswearewithyoushropshirewearewithyoushropshire

01743 294700
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